
Beneath The Lighthouse

**About Beneath the Lighthouse**

In Beneath the Lighthouse you have to help a little boy to find his grandfather. In this puzzle game

you have to explore the individual rooms of a lighthouse and solve tricky mechanical puzzles.

Beneath the Lighthouse is a tricky puzzle game that will definitely challenge you . You accompany

a boy who is very worried about his grandfather. His grandfather runs the lighthouse of the city for

many years. As the lighthouse stays dark for several days in a row, the boy sets out to find his

grandfather. For this, you have to explore the different rooms of the lighthouse. Each room

consists of a tricky mechanical puzzle in which you have to turn gears so that your character

reaches the exit of the room. Note, however, that you can not control your character directly. You

have to use gravity to move in the rooms. Since every room has many dangers such as spikes,

reaching the exit can often be quite tricky.

**Beneath the Lighthouse - Features:**

- Find your grandfather: Beneath the Lighthouse is about a little boy who searches his lost

grandfather. His grandfather has been running the lighthouse in town for many years. As the

lighthouse remains dark for several days in a row, the little boy has the uneasy feeling that

something must have happened. For this reason, he goes to the lighthouse, where he wants to find

his grandfather at any cost. Only when you explore and cross all the rooms of the lighthouse can

you find your grandfather and solve the puzzle.

- Solve mechanical puzzles: Beneath the Lighthouse consists of many mechanical puzzles in

which you have to turn gears to move your character to the exit of the room. However, it is

important to know that you can not control the boy directly. You have to use gravity to move.

- Avoid all dangers: To make it even harder to get to the exit, each puzzle has several dangers

which you have to avoid. If you cannot avoid dangers such as spines, you lose a life.

- Free or Premium: Beneath the Lighthouse is a mobile game that can be played completely free in

principle. In the free version of the game, however, you only have three lives per level. When these

three lives are used up, you have to start the level over. However, you also have the opportunity to

buy the game once. This has the advantage that no ads are shown and you have an infinite

number of attempts to solve the level.

Conclusion: Beneath the Lighthouse convinces by a thrilling story, tricky mechanical puzzles and a

beautifully designed game world.


